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The arena for the battle royale was an elevated stone disc, held up by tremendous pillars. At a 
glance, I guessed the disc was about a thousand meters in diameter. It was also separated into clear 
rings — and I knew some of  those rings would fall away as the match continued, descending into 
the water below. 

The water was only about a twenty-foot drop below the arena, meaning that it probably wasn’t 
going to be a fatal fall, unless one of  those huge stone rings happened to fall on top of  me. Given 
that hitting the water led to elimination from the match, I suspected that wouldn’t be much of  a 
problem — I’d probably be teleported almost as soon as I hit the water. 

I frowned at that thought, briefly wondering how the identification sigil would distinguish 
between falling in the water below the stage and simply being hit with a water spell. Was the sigil 
detecting elevation somehow? Was there something special in the composition of  the water? 

If  I was Corin, I probably would have tried to inspect the sigil to figure out how it worked. But 
that wasn’t my area of  expertise. 

Instead, I simply decided that if  I happened to fall, I’d try to obliterate the water around me 
before it touched me and return to the arena. I considered destroying the identification sigil instead, 
but that would have simply gotten me disqualified. 

The gigantic disc stood within the center of  the island’s main arena, surrounded by tens of  
thousands of  seats filled with eager audience members. One of  the private boxes above was where 
I’d once stood and watched Reika’s journey through the Flame Temple, and I absently wondered 
who would be watching the match from up there this time. 

Much like with most previous matches, I didn’t get to choose when I entered or who I entered 
with. I was teleported straight from the waiting room onto the stage, in a location that was 
supposedly random. 

From my starting position, I could see dozens of  others appearing around me, but I couldn’t 
draw my sword or attack. The signal to begin hadn’t been given. 

As I watched, the stone of  the arena floor rippled and shifted, with huge protrusions rising from 
the ground. In some areas, entire sections of  the floor raised or lowered. 

Cover, I realized. We’re not going to be fighting simply on a flat surface. 
The small differences in terrain height and the newborn growths of  stone would make it more 

difficult to see distant enemies, and they’d also serve to offer partial coverage against things like 
ranged attack magic. This would help incentivize close combat, which was ostensibly the primary 
focus of  the tournament itself. 

A moment later, I felt a pressure wash over me and a chill run down my spine. The entire arena 
subtly darkened. 

I grit my teeth. I’d felt this effect before; it was the same effect as when we’d played the Mana 
Core match, an aura that diminished magical power and sapped the strength of  anyone it came in 
contact with. 

<Ugh, not again. I hate this feeling.> 



Sorry, Dawn. I didn’t know they’d be doing this in here. 
<It’s fine, it’s not your fault.> 
Let’s plan to use a light aura like last time, but not until we need it. We can’t risk running low on mana like in 

the Mana Core match against Ishyeal. 
<The aura is probably fine, but maybe skip using Body of  Dawn. Obviously I could handle it, 

but your frail and vulnerable mortal body might fall apart if  you keep overusing my power like 
that.> 

I rolled my eyes. 
I make no promises. I don’t know if  we can handle some of  these opponents without it. 
<What, don’t you want a challenge?> 
...How dare you properly read my personality and manipulate me like that, Dawn. 
<Please. I’ve been doing that since day one. Try to keep up, hero.> 
I snorted. Keep up? I suppose I’ll have to show you what speed looks like. 
<I mean, that’d be a pretty decent retort if  focusing on speed was, you know, actually a good 

idea. This match is about surviving a long time, not haste.> 
Please, Dawn. Since when have I cared about what we’re supposed to be doing in any of  these challenges? 
Once this match starts, we’re going to find the strongest opponents in here. Then, we’re going to have a little fun. 
And, with that statement made, an announcement came as if  in reply. 
“Let the battle royale begin!” 

*** 
Chaos erupted in the next instant, as hundreds of  fighters moved in unison. Hurled attacks flew 

in dozens of  directions, while others simply charged at the nearest opponents. 
Half  a dozen people took flight. Only two of  them remained after a barrage of  attacks from the 

ground below. I didn’t recognize either of  them, but I did recognize the attack that downed three of  
those early fliers — a colossal blast of  golden fire that had split apart in mid-air, striking each target 
with perfect precision. 

Hartigan. 
Fortunately, I hadn’t seen Reika among those who had taken flight immediately — wisely, she 

must have realized that in the small area, such a technique would have made her an immediate target. 
I mentally noted Hartigan’s likely position from where I’d seen her attack come from, then 

focused more on my immediate surroundings. 
The stone ground below me was uneven, with plentiful holes for incautious fighters to fall into. 

From my position, I couldn’t see the edges of  the arena — my sight was blocked by towering pillars 
and spikes that jutted from the ground. 

Little problems like those wouldn’t stop me, though. I didn’t need to see to find my first target. 
The moment the match began, my senses reached out along with Dawn’s. 

There. 
I surged into motion. My body felt heavy with the weight of  the suppressing aura in the air 

around the arena, but I was sticking to the plan. I wouldn’t use my light aura. Not yet. 
That did mean, unfortunately, that other people had a chance to see me and try to stop me. 
There were a total of  two hundred and fifty-six people in the arena. It was huge, and there were 

obstacles blocking our lines of  sight, but there were still over a dozen people in sight of  me when I 
started. 

And given my reputation, that meant there were a lot of  eyes on me right when the match 
began. 



For some, that meant wisely moving as far from me as possible. 
But most fighters who had signed up for a battle royale were out to make a reputation for 

themselves, and who didn’t want to be known for defeating the legendary wielder of  Dawnbringer? 
A half-dozen people came for me before I’d even crested over the first hill. 
With the pressing aura of  the arena, I was slower than usual. My body felt sluggish, like I was 

trying to run underwater. I wasn’t in the best condition for fighting several opponents at once. 
But while I was affected by the pressure, I had an advantage. Dawn’s bond burned bright within 

me, and my mind and body had gradually grown faster each day. 
When ordinary opponents came to attack me in that arena, it was like they were moving in slow 

motion. 
An arrow flickered through the air. I caught it effortlessly in my off-hand and hurled it like a 

knife toward a nearby swordsman, then side-stepped a jet of  fire from a robed woman atop one of  
the nearby pillars. 

<Behind!> 
I spun, slicing a bolt of  lightning in twain.  
The Elementalist who had thrown it froze, eyes widening in shock. Then he turned and bolted 

as far from me as possible. 
He had good instincts. The others should have paid more attention. 
A woman with a spear charged at me, her shimmering silvery armor reminding me of  Velas. 
But she was no Velas Jaldin. 
I battered her spear aside with ease, then stepped in, grabbed it, and wrenched it out of  her 

hands. With a spin, I hurled it into a nearby stone, where it embedded in the rock. 
While she ran to retrieve her weapon, two swordsmen took her place. 
One had two wickedly curved blades, and the other was using a classic sword and shield mix. I 

raised Dawn to meet them. 
The one with curved blades swept in first, one blade glittering with an icy aura, the other 

shimmering silver. Both were clearly enchanted. 
A shift of  my wrist sent the first blade off  course, and a side-step followed by a downward cut 

deflected the second. 
I didn’t have to tell Dawn to brace herself  for what came along with the impact. By that point, 

my bond with her was strong enough that she simply knew my intent. 
A heartbeat after Dawn met the enchanted blades, my opponent’s hilts separated from their 

blades. My metal shaping had grown strong enough that even enchanted blades offered little 
resistance. 

I made sure to separate the swords cleanly, so they could be easily repaired later. Losing a magic 
sword was a tragedy, after all. 

The second swordsman was a little luckier, pulling his sword back after seeing what had 
happened to the first. He slammed a foot into the ground, and I felt stone shifting beneath me. 

Stop. 
I quelled the earth with a thought. Then, in the next moment, I slammed my free hand into the 

swordsman’s shield. I punched straight through it, grabbing his arm and conjuring a flicker of  flame. 
His shirt ignited. He screamed, falling back in alarm. 
Another arrow from my right. I didn’t bother turning toward it, I just swung Dawn and smacked 

it out of  the air. 



The spear-wielder was back. When she swung this time, a wave of  air followed, pushing me 
backward. I stumbled for just a moment, which might have given her a false sense of  her chances. 
When she thrust again, she found no opening, only a flurry of  cuts that sliced her spear to pieces. 

With a growl, she hurled the broken spear at me. I deflected it with a bare hand, but it cost me a 
moment. In that moment, a tornado manifested beneath the spear woman’s feet and carried her into 
the air. A moment later, she’d moved to elsewhere in the arena. 

I ignored her. I had other foes to handle. 
The two bladed fighter had recovered the broken pieces of  his swords, but they were still 

unattached. 
I slammed a kick into his chest and hurled him backward, straight into one of  the holes in the 

ground. He plummeted, clutching his broken weapons tight. 
Spash. He hit the water below the stage. 
Then, a voice echoed in my mind. 
[You have defeated one opponent.] 
Apparently, someone was watching closely enough to report my victories as they happened. 

Nice. 
The shield user discarded his broken shield, dispelling the flame on his outfit with a burst of  

water magic. He swung at me again. 
His lunge met empty air. 
My sword was at his neck in an instant. 
His eyes widened at me in fear. 
I met his gaze with a hard look, then pointed to the hole in the ground where the other 

swordsman had fallen. 
After only a moment of  hesitation, he backed away, then turned and jumped into the hole. I 

heard a telltale splash. 
[You have eliminated two opponents.] 
A moment later, I was spinning toward yet another fireball, this one much larger than the last. It 

was glowing blue and surrounded by three glimmering rings, like those around distant planets. 
Radiant Dawn! 
Dawn’s blade struck the blue sphere of  flame, reflecting it right back at the robed mage who had 

cast it. It hit him dead-on, and he fell backward, blazing, onto the ground below. 
[You have eliminated three opponents.] 
I blinked. That was all it took? Apparently, I must have reflected his strongest attack or 

something. 
I felt almost guilty about it. 
I caught a fired arrow with my off-hand a moment later, purely on instinct. 
Irritating. 
I hurled the arrow back at the archer, guided by a hint of  metal shaping. The arrow flew across 

the arena and sliced straight through the archer’s bowstring. 
By the time he had realized what had happened, I was moving. 
Aura of  Light. 
A shimmering aura of  light burst around me, momentarily pushing away the pressure of  the 

arena. 
In that moment, I’d closed the entire distance to the archer. I grabbed him, lifted him off  the 

ground, and slammed a boot into the ground. 



A new hole opened right in front of  me. 
I hurled the archer into it. A satisfying splash followed. 
[You have defeated four opponents.] 
I grinned, deactivating my Aura of  Light. I’d spent a little bit of  mana to close that distance 

quickly, and I didn’t want to continue wasting it when I didn’t need to. 
For the moment, my immediate attackers had been handled. There were still other fighters 

nearby, but they were wisely giving me a wide berth. 
A moment of  concentration told me that my target had moved. 
Irritating. 
As I shifted toward the new location that I sensed, a tremendous burst of  golden flame rocked 

the entire arena platform. The scale of  the attack was a signal of  something significant, and I 
couldn’t ignore it. 

Hartigan must have found a big target. That could be Hannah. 
My sense of  obligation warred with my desire to continue pursuing my original target. 
<Aww, just go get Hartigan. Your chase isn’t going anywhere, and if  Hannah loses this early...> 
Dawn was right. I’d made a promise, and I intended to fulfill it. 
My heart beat more rapidly as I processed what I knew about her and rehearsed the counters I’d 

prepared in my mind. 
I was distracted enough with my thoughts that I almost missed it. A telltale blur of  motion to 

my right side, moving fast. Without the enhancement that Dawn leant to my senses, I might have 
mistaken it for the blur of  heat or missed it entirely. 

Even as it was, I barely slid to a stop and raised my sword in time to block the first strike of  an 
invisible opponent. 

The attack didn’t hit Dawn particularly hard, but it served to confirm what I’d expected. I heard 
the clash of  steel, but it was muted. I barely even felt the presence of  metal at the moment of  
impact. 

Whoever had attacked me wasn’t just invisible — they were suppressing everything that allowed 
me to sense them. 

The next two attacks came in so quickly that I couldn’t parry them both. The second attack hit 
my left shoulder, meeting resistance as it hit my shadeweave tunic. 

It barely cut through and broke my skin. Barely was, unfortunately, enough. 
I felt a telltale feeling of  cold spread through the wound. 
<Oh, good, you’re poisoned again. You seem to be making a habit of  that lately.> 
Let’s call it poison resistance practice. That sounds plausible, right? 
I grunted, sending a burst of  light mana into the area near the wound. A portion of  the chill 

subsided immediately, but I didn’t know if  I’d countered it completely. 
I’d have to neutralize this opponent fast, before they could hit me again. That was easier said 

than done. 
To make matters worse, the world hadn’t exactly frozen while I was distracted. Another 

explosion of  golden flame rocked the stage, and at the same time, I sensed two — no, three — 
sources of  metal heading toward me from the distance. 

I flicked my sword to the right, deflecting a pair of  invisible knives hurled by a second invisible 
attacker. Then, I just barely managed to step back in time to avoid the third invisible attack. I 
couldn’t even tell what it was, just another invisible projectile that felt larger than the others. 



The second invisible attacker was far enough away that I hadn’t even sensed them until they 
struck. They continued to keep their distance, circling while the first invisible opponent came in 
again, swinging invisible blades. 

A flash of  an image in my mind showed me the trajectory of  the incoming attacks with a level 
of  clarity that my own vision couldn’t manage. 

Dawn’s mana sense. The invisibility was hindering her, too, but not to the same extent that it 
impacted my sight. 

With a mental note of  thanks, I hurled myself  to the side and spun into a cut toward my 
opponent’s back. I flipped my sword at the last moment to strike with the flat. The result was that 
I’d merely struck with bone-breaking force, rather than cutting my opponent in half. 

The would-be assassin fell forward from the force of  the sudden blow, and I stomped the 
ground. 

A hole opened in the assassin’s path. They managed to stop themselves from falling, but only 
until the moment when my boot caught them in the chest. 

Their arms wheeled in the air ineffectively as they fell, and their sensory-dampening spell only 
barely muted the sound of  a splash in the water below. 

[You have defeated five opponents.] 
The sound of  the announcement in my mind was enough of  a distraction that I might not have 

caught the attack from behind me without Dawn’s warning. Her mana sense projected the image of  
a long blade angling for my spine, and I flipped Dawn over my back without even turning. 

I felt metal impact with metal, then spun around to find my still-invisible opponent stumbling 
backward. 

“Surprise.” I lunged forward, a brief  aura of  light manifesting around me, and punched the 
invisible attacker right in the chest. They flew backward and slammed into a stony outcropping, 
sliding motionless to the ground after the impact. 

[You have defeated six opponents.] 
With that distraction handled, I briefly turned to my injury. The cold from the poison had faded 

almost entirely, and I couldn’t feel it spreading. 
I still had the antidotes Taer’vys had given me. Fai believed they were real antidotes, but without 

the knowledge of  what specific poison was affecting me, using one would have been a gamble. I 
thought I recognized the sensation of  this specific poison as a common paralytic, one of  the same 
ones Taer’vys had used, but it wasn’t worth the gamble of  trying the wrong antidote. 

I pulled my light aura back in, sending the remaining energy into my wound, and continued 
moving toward Hartigan’s explosions. 

Finding her didn’t take me long. 
Lady Antonia Hartigan floated alone over a tremendous crater, her entire body surrounded by 

an immolating aura. As I watched, she raised a glowing white wand and blasted another hole in the 
stage, sending a sword-and-shield wielding fighter in the armor of  the Edrian Royal Guard tumbling 
below. 

A jagged spike of  ice came at her from a robed figure on another side of  the crater. Hartigan 
didn’t even bother to turn — the icicle melted before it got close to her. A casual wave of  her hand 
send a blast of  golden flame in response, sending the robed figure to dive for cover. 

There were three other figures surrounding the crater, looking for angles to attack Hartigan. 
None of  them was Hannah. 

...Was I too late? 



<She could be somewhere else entirely. Hannah isn’t the only high level opponent that Hartigan 
could have been tangling with.> 

Dawn was right, and worrying wouldn’t change the past in any regard. 
I had a powerful enemy in front of  me. That was all that mattered. 
I walked closer. Hartigan turned as I approached the edge of  the crater, her lips turning upward 

into a smile. “Friend of  foe today, Wielder of  Dawnbringer?” 
“I wouldn’t mind being both.” I raised Dawn to rest her against my shoulder. “I find those are 

the most enjoyable opponents.” 
“A thrill seeker, is it? I can see the appeal.” She snapped her fingers, four spheres of  golden 

flame appearing around her. “But if  you’re here to fight today, I’m afraid I don’t have the time for 
further chat.” 

I gave her a nod, then turned to the remaining fighters around the ring. I recognized one more in 
a suit of  Edrian armor, though I couldn’t pinpoint the affiliation of  the other two. I turned to the 
armored figure and said, “Go. You don’t want to be anywhere near this fight.” 

The royal guard paled, then gave a fervent nod and turned to run. The other two figures sprinted 
away a moment later. 

Hartigan narrowed her eyes. “I didn’t give them permission to leave.” 
Four orbs flew at once, one at each of  her remaining targets. 
I couldn’t stop them all. Not as I was, at least. 
Aura of  Light. 
Weight vanished from my shoulders, and I moved with renewed speed. 
My blade-arm moved, a crescent of  light flashing outward and tearing the sphere aimed for me 

in half. Before the attacks even met, I was rushing into the path of  the next sphere, the one aimed 
for the royal guard. 

Radiant Dawn. 
I smashed the orb with Dawnbringer’s blade, sending it hurtling back toward Hartigan. 
The other two orbs had moved too far for me to get in their way, but that didn’t mean I was out 

of  options. 
I slammed a foot into the ground, bringing up two walls of  stone simultaneously. They blocked 

the path of  the two remaining spheres, and two explosions rocked the area as they impacted. 
Hartigan raised her wand, freezing the single orb that was hurtling back in her direction, then 

frowned at me. “Why defend them?” 
“Instinct.” I lowered Dawn. “And to give you a clear message. If  you think you can afford to 

spend effort on other opponents while you’re fighting me, you’re mistaken.” 
“Such pride.” Hartigan laughed, shaking her head. “Very well. I will give you my attention for the 

moment. Don’t disappoint me.” 
The other fighters continued to flee, moving far enough from the fight that I deemed them 

momentarily safe. I caught a brief  salute from the fleeing royal guard as he whispered “thanks” in 
the Edrian tongue.  

I didn’t have a chance to acknowledge him with a response. Hartigan was already preparing 
another attack, this time waving her wand like she was conducting music. Lightning followed the 
wand’s movement, creating a web of  electrical energy that remained hovering in the air. 

Good. Time to get the real fight started. 
I kept my Aura of  Light active. There was no winning against an opponent like this with any of  

my strength suppressed. 



Dawn, Plan Hartigan C. 
<Ooooooh, that’s one of  my favorites!> 
I concentrated on Dawn for just a moment, then jammed her into the stone. 
Then, I unslung a second sword from my shoulder. With a moment of  concentration on my new 

blade, I was ready to fight. 
Carrying three swords at once was a little excessive, but I liked to be prepared. Against an 

opponent wielding potent fire magic, The Pale Crescent was a perfect match. 
Hartigan was still hovering over the center of  the crater. It was a solid thirty feet across, meaning 

she was about fifteen feet from the edge. 
I felt myself  grinning as I rushed forward to the edge of  the pit, doing exactly what a 

swordsman shouldn’t do against a flying opponent with ranged attacks. 
I jumped. 
Hartigan’s expression betrayed only a moment of  surprise before she moved her wand toward 

me. 
Much like light spells, lightning-based attacks were slower than true lightning, but their speed 

varied on a spell-by-spell basis. 
This one was as close to the speed of  true lightning as I’d ever seen. Even with my light aura on, 

dodging it would have been impossible. Perhaps with Body of  Dawn, I could have attempted it, but 
I still hadn’t recovered enough to risk using it. 

But I had done something else. 
I’d activated my Ring of  Spell Deflection the moment before I jumped. With an Aura of  Light 

already surrounding me, the effect of  the Spell Deflection ring’s activation was subtle — I’d gambled 
that she wouldn’t see the change. 

When the lightning struck me, it rebounded right back at Hartigan, striking her dead-on. She 
flinched, and in the next instant, I reached out with my senses for the single orb of  flame hovering 
near her. 

Ordinarily, Hartigan’s flame shaping abilities were so far above mine that I couldn’t have wrested 
control of  one. But in that moment of  distraction at the impact of  a spell, her control slipped just 
enough. 

I detonated her fireball, bathing her in the explosion. 
It didn’t hurt her. Her own aura of  fire was strong enough to block the flames. 
It did, however, clear the air of  one last obstacle and distract her further while I flew toward her, 

Dawn raised high. 
I brought Dawn down in a glimmering, perfect cut. 
It was a beautiful attack, if  I have to say so. Perfectly planned and executed. It was, however, still 

a sword swing against an opponent with air magic. 
The lightning had expended my spell deflection; I had no further protection from her magic. 
An instant before I struck, Hartigan waved her wand, and a sudden burst of  air send me hurtling 

downward into the pit below.  
That might have ended the fight right there, but it was a predictable counter. I’d prepared for 

that, too. 
Dawn, pull! 
Dawn was still embedded in the stone on the side of  the crater, and in the moment before I’d 

put her in place, I’d given her a strong magnetic charge. 
I’d magnetized the Pale Crescent, too. 



As I began to fall, I hurled the Pale Crescent toward Dawn. She reached out at the same time, 
yanking it toward her. 

At the same time, I focused on the chain attached to the Pale Crescent. 
Extend. 
The chain stretched, allowing it to reach all the way to Dawn’s location. The two blades met, 

sticking together. 
Retract. 
The chain yanked me back toward Dawn. 
A blast of  flame descended from Hartigan. I deflected it with a blast of  my own fire, then 

landed safely on the ground next to Dawn, spinning just in time to cut a handful of  bursts of  flame 
magic apart with swings of  the Pale Crescent. 

Lingering crescents of  frozen power floated in the air where I’d made each strike, waiting for my 
command. 

I pulled Dawn out of  the ground, holding her in my left hand and the Pale Crescent in my right. 
Hartigan reached upward with her wand, a burning sigil appearing in the air above her. “You’re 

not what I expected. I’d considered you a fool when you first charged that tower alone, but I see 
now that you’re more than that. That was a brilliant move, but one that could have ended you with a 
single miscalculation. That was the point, wasn’t it? You enjoyed the risk.” 

I felt a grin stretch across my face. “Well, yes. And it was the best way I could think of  to 
outmaneuver you.” 

“It seems your gamble has failed, then.” Hartigan shook her head. “How unfortunate for you. 
Cleverness has its limits. Allow me to demonstrate yours.”  

As Hartigan’s symbol burned brighter and brighter, I heard the distant sound of  the sky being 
torn apart. 

My entire body reeled as I felt a new source of  my flame and stone so potent that I could 
scarcely comprehend it. My head shot upward and my eyes widened as I processed the sheer scale of  
what I was looking at. 

It was a sphere of  flames burning with heat beyond reckoning, immolating and melting a sphere 
of  solid rock that dwarfed our section of  the arena. As I watched, the gigantic sphere began to 
descend, molten pieces breaking away — only to float nearby, still held fast by Hartigan’s will. 

By all the gods…she just conjured a meteor. 
I’d heard legends of  people attempting such feats, but I’d never seen anything like it. Such a feat 

would require an absolute mastery of  both flame and stone on a scale that I couldn’t even begin to 
attempt it. 

It’s a bluff, I told myself. But what I felt was something different. It was rare for me to see a feat 
of  power and feel what I felt that day — a sense of  absolute awe. 

Her spell was a thing of  beauty, the type of  magic that would be remembered for generations if  
it succeeded. It was a shame I had to ruin it. 

“Low Tide.” 
With two whispered words, I enacted the last part of  my plan. 
There were a dozen crescents hovering near me from the places where I’d blocked Hartigan’s 

last volley of  blasts of  flame. They flashed forward, but the distance between them and Hartigan 
was too great for them to interrupt her spell in time. 

But I wasn’t counting on them. They were just a distraction. 



A single glimmering blade hovered near the center of  the pit, right where I’d tried to strike 
Hartigan out of  the air. And with my words, it moved. 

The glimmering blade flew right into her, passing through her flames and shroud alike and 
striking her in leg. 

It wasn’t a deep cut, but it was enough. Hartigan gasped, her concentration wavering. 
The conjured meteor exploded in mid-air, raining the arena with molten debris. Bits cracked into 

the barrier dome, leaving visible cracks, but the shield held. 
And then the other blades came, and Hartigan was forced to turn to the defensive, hastily 

waving her wand to raise a wall of  flame in their path. 
The flurry of  blades passed through the wall, but diminished. By the time they impacted her, 

were only a fraction of  their original size, but they still left her with a dozen tiny wounds. 
Hartigan coughed and instinctively reached for her largest wound as the diminished blades 

flickered back into their original positons in the air, and I raised Dawnbringer’s tip to point straight 
at her. “I’d ask you to yield, but there isn’t much of  a point, is there?” 

Hartigan’s hand tightened around her wand, pointing it toward me. “Oh? What makes you say 
that?” 

“You’re relying on your wand too heavily. And while that last spell was absolutely terrifying, the 
vast majority of  your attacks have been far weaker than they should have been. You’re not Hartigan. 
You’re her simulacrum.” 

Hartigan laughed. “I truly did underestimate you. It won’t happen again.” Flames gathered on the 
tip of  her wand, but they seemed anemic now. If  I wasn’t mistaken, she’d expended virtually all of  
the mana she had on that meteor spell. 

I wouldn’t let my guard down, though. A thought to Dawn told he to be ready with Radiant 
Dawn if  necessary. “Where’s the real Hartigan?” 

“Resting. She didn’t deem this match to be worthy of  her direct attention.” She smiled. “If  she’d 
known you were capable of  this, perhaps she would have changed her mind.” 

I laughed. “I’m flattered. I’ll look forward to our match in the next round.” 
Hartigan stared at me for one more moment, then lowered her wand. The flames on the edge 

extinguished. “The match is yours, Keras Selyrian.” 
Then, with a final nod, she folded her arms and descended into the waters below. 
[You have defeated seven opponents.] 
The message made me laugh. 
I felt like I’d just fought a hundred. 
With an exhausted breath, I re-sheathed Dawn at my side and deactivated my Aura of  Light. 
I’d expended almost all of  our available light mana, and I needed to conserve what little I had 

left. A quick glance showed me no nearby opponents. 
Wisely, no one else had wanted to get in the way of  my fight with Hartigan. That meant I had a 

rare moment to breathe. 
I kept the Pale Crescent out. As long as it was drawn, it was absorbing mana from the air nearby, 

gradually growing stronger. For the next portion of  the fight, I expected to rely on it heavily. 
With my free hand, I grabbed a waterskin from my pouch and took a drink. I took a moment to 

clear my mind, then I had a decision to make. 
<The easiest approach would be to just swing the Pale Crescent around a bunch and litter this 

area with floating blades. You could practically make a fortress out of  them.> 
I agreed. That was the best strategy. 



It was, however, also about the furthest possible thing from my own style — and it had a pretty 
serious problem. 

I wasn’t trying to last as long as possible. My goal was to keep Hannah in the match, and I hadn’t 
even found her yet. 

It was entirely possible she’d already been eliminated, but in spite of  the exhaustion that I felt, 
the fight had only been going for a handful of  minutes. Given that she had a whole team to rely 
upon — and Reika, who was far more mobile than I was — I bet that she’d managed to find some 
allies and get herself  into a defensive position. 

Just as I considered that, I felt a rumble in the arena floor. 
[The outermost ring of  the arena will be removed in five seconds.]


